NEW PRODUCT

from

4010-MINI FOAM FAST
Foam Applicator for Hand Pumps
The Scotty 4010-MINI Foam-Fast unit is a kit used to convert a Scotty 4000 Water Hand Pump, or any
hand pump with ¾" garden hose threads, into a hand pump capable of generating a foam surfactant/wetting
agent. When installed on a hand pump, the 4010-MINI, works by diluting a solid foam cartridge into the water
flowing through the pump. The foam/water solution then passes through the patented Scotty 4003 Air-Aspirating
Foam Nozzle producing low expansion foam. Each 4010-MINI Foam-Fast unit comes with six foam cartridges.
Each 3" long foam cartridge will continue to produce foam through four re-fillings of a standard 5 gallon backpack.
The foam cartridges are 100% biodegradable and contain no toxic materials.
Each 4010-MINI Foam-Fast unit comes with a 5" long Mixing Chamber, a 3gpm Air Aspirating Nozzle and
six 3" long foam cartridges. The Scotty Foam Cartridges (stock code 4010CART3X12) are biodegradable and
are available separately in bags of 12.
Instructions for use:
1. Thread discharge (3/4" GHT female) side of mixing chamber onto 3/4" male suction inlet of hand pump.
2. Unscrew inlet cap. Remove the outer paper tube from a single 3" long foam cartridge and insert into the 4010MINI's mixing chamber.
3. Re-thread inlet side cap to the mixing chamber and tighten cap.
4. Attach water supply hose using quick connect.
5. Begin pumping hand pump. As water enters the mixing chamber, the cartridge will dilute into a solution and
produce foam as it passes through the nozzle.
6. As foam cartridge dissolves and foam output decreases, stop pumping, unscrew inlet side cap from mixing
chamber and insert a fresh foam cartridge.
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Manufactured by:

SCOTT PLASTICS LTD.
2065 Henry Ave West
Sidney, B.C., Canada V8L 5Z6
T: (250) 656-8102 F: (250) 656-8126
www.scotty.com
MADE IN CANADA
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